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The Story of a  
Man in a Room 

The short film Man in a Room, based on David Shrigley’s graphic novel 
of the same name, is about a man who spends his time laying on his bed 
sleeping, staring at the ceiling, drinking beer, calling prostitutes and 
sleeping again. His only company is a spider that dangles on the ceiling 
and a rat that watches him from a hole in the wall. One day, God tells the 
man that he must change his ways or he will go to hell. The man is forced to 
make a choice.

Director Rafael Palacio Illingworth found inspiration for the film’s look 
from the photography of Guy Bourdin. “Rafael sent me his favorite images 
by Bourdin and wanted them to be the inspiration for the visual style,” 
explains the film’s director of photography Autumn Durald. “We favored a 
more saturated palette, white light, and hard shadows. Rafael, production 
designer Zach Kinsella, and I, aimed at creating a non-space, focusing more 
attention on the elements and not the surroundings. As a result, the space 
the man inhabits becomes minimalistic. 

“Rafael wanted to pay homage to the story that David Shrigley created, 
and translate not only the loneliness, but the actual experience you get 
reading the book–holding it and turning the pages. The rhythm and tone are 
very present in the book and we wanted to preserve that, but at the same 
time make it more narrative.”

 Illingworth and Durald decided the story must be told on film to evoke 
an emotional response, but they also needed to work within a budget. A 
decision was made to shoot in the 2-perf format. “We had to be economical 
with our film stock, and we also love the texture that comes with 2-perf,” 
says Durald. “The longer run time per magazine was important because we 
were working with trained rats. We needed longer takes to capture their 
performance.” 

Durald chose a low-contrast stock since the film was lit in a high-contrast 
style. “We shot on a practical location with a large window, which is 
featured in many shots throughout the film,” she explains. “I chose KODAK 
VISION2 Expression 500T Color Negative Film 5229 because I knew I 
would be able to hold the highlights outside the window, without needing 
to bring up the interior lighting much. I also like the smoothness that 5229 
brings to skin tones. We wanted to re-create the texture of the ‘70s Bourdin 
photographs, which the low-contrast 5229 did nicely.” 

Production took place over three days at the Brooklyn Fireproof 
Workspaces in New York. They shot 2.40 aspect ratio with an Aaton 
Penelope camera mounted with ARRI Ultra Primes. “I wanted to contrast 
the 2-perf texture with sharp, clean lenses,” says Durald. “Since we also 
had VFX shots, I needed the clarity you get with Ultra Primes. 

“Rafael and I love to be visually economical with our lenses and enjoy 
the structure of working with few focal lengths. We used just three lenses: 
a 16mm, 32mm and 85mm. We were in one space the entire film, so each 
lens was designed to show you a different side of the man.” 

Processing and telecine (HDCAM SR at 10 bit 4:4:4) was done at 
Technicolor New York. The editing was done by Daniel Koobir in Los 
Angeles on Avid’s DNxHD codec. 

After Man in a Room was selected for competition at the 2010 La 
Biennale di Venezia, a print was generated using the Cinevator process at 
Technicolor in Studio City, California. The digital intermediate was done 
at Oasis Imagery by colorist Chris Jacobson on a Lustre with a Christie 
CP2000-ZX projector on a 27-inch screen. 

“This film presented a number of first experiences for us, but the 
reliability and beauty of 35mm motion picture stock provided us the 
confidence to take more risks, which certainly have led to the success of 
the project,” adds Durald.

Noah Britton in a scene from Man in a Room. (Photo by Autumn Durald)
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